
 

 

KEMETIC LIFE SKILLS 
SEBAI MAA ON BLOGTALK 

LESSON 15   08-16-2014   
(recording #.6690395) 

(Transcription of KD for the Body only) 
 

Unut Anpu - Program Introductions (5:51) Udja, Sebai Maa your microphone is on. 
 
Sebai Maa - Udja can everyone hear me? 
 
Unut Anpu - Now everyone can hear you.  
 
Sebai Maa - Greetings all, Hetep. 
 
Unut Anpu - Hetep, Dua for joining us this evening. How’s things going on that side 
of the US continent? 
 
Sebai Maa - Very well. It has been raining a lot lately, a lot of precipitation and very 
hot also. Probably a little unseasonably. The last few years it seems that it has been 
getting hotter during the summers and the winters also actually. 
 
Unut Anpu - Out here in the western side of the country as well. I guess there is 
something to be said about global warming. Huh? 
 
Sebai Maa - Yeah very likely that is the reason and I guess we’ll talk about that a 
little bit today as well.  
 
Unut Anpu - Dua. Ok the listening audience by way of the chat room has indicated 
that they can hear both of us well. So we have a good connection and we can begin. 
Is there anything you’d like to go over from last week before we begin with tonight’s 3 
Essential Skills? Hetep. 
 
Sebai Maa - (7:30) I think in the Q & A section we will be continuing a few items from 
last time. So we will catch up there plus a few other items that I have as well. So we 
will catch up with everything. 
 
Unut Anpu - Ok, very well. 
 
Sebai Maa - (7:55) So today, what I’d like to do is to start with the issue of the Body 
in reading a section from the “Kemetic Diet Book” and then I’d like to proceed to of 
course the Herb of the Day and the Q & A leading us into the main topic for the mind 
today which is we are going deal with disasters, possible disasters that are looming 
ahead for humanity. Then we are going to end what the Pert M Heru has to say 
about all of these issues of troubles in life.  
 



 

 

(8:56) So I’d like to begin with a discussion from the Kemetic Diet Book, this is in a 
section entitled, “Modern Research Supports the Principles of the Kemetic Diet, 
Fasting, Yoga, Meditation and Herbs for Health.” I am not going to be reading 
entire sections, just summarizing do to time issues. Trying to see if we can distribute 
the time a little better so we won’t have to rush at the end. So here there is a finding 
out of the University of Wisconsin Madison, 2000. Recall that the Kemetic Diet Book 
was first published in 2001. Here we are over 10,12, 13 years later and the findings 
still hold true and are even being expounded upon. They are being supported further 
and they’re being expanded upon. “Vegetables lower cancer risk.” That’s it. A simple 
finding. This is in the year 2000 based on research university but if we had gone 
further back 108 years earlier, than the year 2000 there’s a well known scientific 
journal called “Scientific American” and they have  this finding: “Cancer is most 
frequent where carnivorous habits prevail.” This is back in the late 1800’s, it was 
already noticed, and they noticed this by watching rich people, people who have 
enough money to get whatever they want. They can eat as much meat as they want, 
they can eat as much candy as they want, they can afford to indulge their bad habits 
it they want. It became especially in Europe as well as the US, the aristocracy 
became a kind of practice to consume meat as a status symbol. Not just because of 
the addiction to the protein and the other chemicals that are in the meat. The natural 
chemicals because they didn’t have as many pesticides then. So it was seen as a 
status symbol that you can eat meat even if you get fat, that was seen as a status 
symbol because you had enough money to get fat.  
 
Sebai Maa - Are you hearing me well on your end? (12:38) 
 
Unut Anpu - I’m hearing you, there is a little bit of break up every now and then.  Let 
me check with the rest of the listening audience.  Originally they said that. Yeah your 
mic is now a bit spotty. I noticed it and the listening audience is noticing it too. Hetep. 
 
Sebai Maa - Ok let me switch. (13:15) Hetep. Ok very good. 
 
Unut Anpu - Much better. 
 
Sebai Maa - Ok very good. (13:23) As I was saying it became a status symbol. So 
here we are, the status symbol becomes something that is injurious, something that 
is dangerous, something that is unhealthy.  Just like in modern times you have this 
operates in modern culture as well. The same issue of the meat as we talked about 
last time, you can show people scientific evidence that meat eating is not good for 
them and yet they will actually attack you and say “you’re crazy and that can’t be 
true.” So people will hold onto their belief that they desire to hold on to regardless of 
any evidence or regardless of any proofs.  This is what the Maatian system would 
call “closing your ears to the voice of wisdom or the voice of words of truth.” This 
follows in other areas of society as well. Of course, this is an issue of the Ariu that 
the mind has become so cluttered with egoism, with desires, with what we call the “n 
Set” or the affections of Set, the saiu Set, the ego’s capacity to atrophy the intellect 
and to weaken the will. This is a kind of personality that is prone to addictive 



 

 

behavior. There are many addictions that a person can have in life but the biggest 
one is the addiction to egoism. All the other ones seem to wrap around emanations 
of that one. Desire for being liked; desire for eating meat; desire for being famous; 
desire for being loved, all of these are emanations from the original desire of being 
an ego personality and satisfying your ego. Anytime that this kind of perspective 
dominates the personality that personality will be lead to a negative path. That is also 
called, “Shems Ab” which means to follow the dictates of your heart and in this 
context an egoistic heart. If you do “Shems Maat” it means that you are following 
truth, it means that you are going to be lead to a righteous path. See today in 
(?16:31) most people are not able to follow that route because they’ve been 
downtrodden, they’ve been degraded, they’ve been but also they’ve allowed 
themselves to be dumbed-down. In their dumbness they fight to retain their 
dumbness. They fight those who seek to tell them that the world can operate 
otherwise. Therefore their own ignorance to their own disease and destruction both 
physically, mentally and spiritually.  
 
So we’ll leave it there for today as for the issue of the Body. The skill very simply is 
that we’re talking about, the skill of opening one’s ears to the voice of truth as the 
Maatian injunction says but also how to contemplate that there are other answers in 
the world beyond what one has heard. It sounds sort of the same but there is a 
subtle difference. Because one can open the other. If you have an opening to 
humility, it means that you are going to be able to say, “Hey maybe I’m wrong about 
something.” Then you can be open to a voice of reason. If you have an egoistic 
perspective and ideological perspective as I’ve talked about before. Ideological way 
of thinking means that you have an idea of how things are supposed to be and 
anything that contradicts that you reject, regardless of proof, regardless of the 
evidence to the contrary of what you are following. That’s your ideology, this is my 
belief system, this is what I believe and whatever you say I’m going to believe it, it 
doesn’t matter what you say. It doesn’t what you do or it doesn’t matter what I 
experience even if my son experience a concussion, brain damage playing football, 
football is the greatest thing that ever happened, greatest sport that ever existed and 
it’s great for society, it is a good thing and I enjoy watching it on Sunday with my 
buddies and drinking beer is a good thing and no matter what happens it is the 
greatest thing in the world. No matter how many billions of dollars are spent on 
people getting injuries. No matter if your own child gets brain damaged and crippled 
by it. It doesn’t matter, that is the ideology and the mind is so degraded that that is all 
it has to hold onto and believe in. It doesn’t have the willpower and the intellect to be 
able to cognize higher answers for life, then it is doomed, it is dooming itself for that 
lifetime to experience the dictates of that Ariu. This is the skill that must be 
developed, to not be an ideological personality and to be open minded to the voice of 
truth. Then to have the courage to take steps to follow that truth.  Hetep. (20:10) 
 
Unut Anpu - Program announcements.   
 
Seba Dja - (21:25) Hetep Udja.  Are we ready for the Herb for tonight? (21:58)  



 

 

The herb for tonight it is Coriander. Actually before I begin with the herb for tonight I 
just wanted to clarify last week’s herb was Cumin and not to be confused with the 
other the Black Cumin that Sebai Maa spoke about earlier. There were two different 
forms of Cumin. The one last week was Cumin Cyminum and the other one 
previously was the Black Cumin which is Nigella Sativa. They are both spices, they 
both have a lot of health benefits but they are two different herbs.  
 
Ok so the Herb for Tonight is Coriander. Fresh coriander leaves are more 
commonly known as Cilantro and bear a strong resemblance to Italian flat leafed 
parsley in some countries it is also known as parsley. This is not surprising owing to 
the fact that they belong to the same family, Umbelliferae.  Coriander is considered 
both an herb and a spice since both its leaves and seeds are used as seasoning 
condiments. The fruit of the coriander plant contains two seed which when dried are 
the portions used as the dry spice. When ripe the seeds are yellowish-brown in color 
with longitudinal ridges. Coriander seeds are available whole or ground in powder 
form. Coriander seeds have a health supporting reputation that is high on the list of 
healing spices. In parts of Europe, coriander has traditionally been referred to as an 
anti-diabetic plant. In parts of India it has traditionally been used for its anti-
inflammatory properties and in the US coriander has recently been studied for its 
cholesterol lowering effects. Recent research studies though still on animals have 
confirmed all three of these healing effects. Many of the above healing properties of 
coriander can be attributed to its exceptional phytonutrient content.  
 
Coriander also called cilantro contains an anti-bacterial compound that’s made to be 
a safe natural way of fighting salmonella, a frequent and sometimes deadly cause of 
food borne illnesses. This was suggested by a study in June of 2004.  The use of 
coriander can be traced back to 5,000 BC making it one of the oldest spices. It was 
cultivated in ancient Egypt. It is native to the Mediterranean, the Middle East regions. 
It has been known in Asian countries for thousands of years. The early Western 
physicians including Hippocrates used coriander for its medicinal properties including 
as an aromatic stimulant. Crushed coriander leaves or cilantro leaves should look 
vibrantly fresh and be deep green in color. They should be firm and crispy and free 
from yellow or brown spots. Since it is highly perishable it should always be stored in 
the refrigerator if possible still attached by placing the roots in a glass of water and 
covering the leaves with a loosely fitting plastic bag. If the roots have been removed 
wrap the coriander leaves in a damp cloth or damp paper towel and place them in a 
plastic bag.  Whole coriander will last up to one week while coriander leaves will last 
about three days. Whenever possible buy whole coriander seeds instead of 
coriander powder since the latter loses its flavor more quickly. Coriander seeds can 
be easily ground with a mortar and pestle. Fresh coriander or cilantro should be 
washed right before using since it is highly fragile. The best way to clean it just like 
you would spinach, by placing it a bowl of cold water and swishing it around with your 
hands. This will get the dirt or sand out. Remove the leaves from the water and refill 
the bowl with clean water and repeat the process until there is no more dirt or sand in 
the water.   
That was from the website: www.whfoods.com  

http://www.whfoods.com/


 

 

Now I’m going to read from “Ancient Egyptian Herbal” - This umbelliferous herb is 
cultivate throughout the world. Apart from the use of the fresh leaves and dried seeds 
in cooking, coriander has a variety of uses in modern herbal medicine. It is stimulant, 
carminative and digestive and is used for coughs and in bandages for rheumatism. In 
medieval times it was an ingredient in love potions. (?26:51) Alpini commented on its 
cooling effect, it was added to lukewarm bath to expel fever. The seeds were used 
with other herbs in a potion to treat fever and flatulence. ?27:03 praises the quality of 
Egyptian coriander. The best as is generally agreed is Egyptian. It is anecdote for 
poison of the two-headed serpent, both taken in drink and applied. Spreading sores 
are also healed by coriander with honey or raisins. Likewise diseased testes, burns, 
sores, fluxes in the eyes too if a woman’s milk be added. It was also taken in a drink 
for cholera, intestinal parasites were expelled by the coriander seed.  A number of 
extant prescriptions prove the statement by Ptolemy on the medicinal use of the herb 
among the Egyptians. The inevitable stomach ailments could be cured by a beverage 
mixed with coriander, flax, dates, grass, ?27:28 reheny and beer. If a man had blood 
coming out presumedly the mixture could include coriander. Coriander was among 
the herbs given to Temple by the King. Some seeds were found in the tomb of 
Tutankhamun and others have been discovered elsewhere.  
 
That concludes the reading for the Herb Coriander. Hetep (28:26) 
 
Sebai Maa -  Udja. Dua Seba Dja for that.  (28: 37) I just wanted to add something 
else to what I said earlier. Am I back on?  
 
Unut Anpu - Ny, yes you are Sebai. 
 
Sebai Maa - (28:49)  On the issue of the carnivorous diet, the meat eating diet. I was 
doing a talk several years ago in London. There was a festival and I was one of the 
speakers. I believe it was there that I did it. But there was quite a large crowd and I 
said something to the effect of we have to be careful about our health going forward 
the diet is an important aspect of it. There is a way to stop altogether the problems 
related to cholesterol. Cholesterol leads to heart disease, atherosclerosis, heart 
failure all kinds of issues it can cause strokes and all kinds of metabolic syndromes 
and so on so forth. Everyone paid attention and they wanted to know what can we 
do, what needs to be done. In just a few words answer to the question…stop eating 
meat. Meat is the primary not only source of the cause of the problem with 
cholesterol in the human body. Here we have in the drug society everything has to 
be cured by a drug. You can’t have answers that are herbal or that are dietetic 
because it doesn’t make anybody money to have those kinds of answers.  You have 
to have statins, you have to have whatever drug or intervention, surgeries, bypasses 
and all of the kinds of problems that recur because you haven’t changed the source 
of the problem. So you are going to have to have another bypass in a few years and 
that kind of thing. Or you have to stay on the drugs forever because you are 
continuing the source of the problem. Anyway the people when they heard the 
answer, they were looking at each other, and hemming and hawing because nobody 
wants to give up that good old meat. Just as a personal anecdote, Seba Dja and I we 



 

 

grew up on the regular standard western diet eating meat so on so forth and it took 
us years to get off it as well. So that is understandable. But we have to also face up 
to and realize that those are the issues that we are facing not to deny it, like I said 
ideologically as we were talking about before. That is one of the important skills to 
gain.  
 
(31:58) Another issue I guess I should bring it up while we’re discussing it is that we 
grew up in a society thinking that everything is good and even the bad things are ok 
in moderation. Like it’s ok for you to have a little drink every once in a while; ok for 
you to smoke as long as you don’t all the time; ok for you to drive fast as long as 
nobody is around; or of course to eat a little meat because it’s not harmful even 
though we have all the evidences and we know all the chemicals and hormones that 
are put in as well, and the dairy products and all the packaged foods. It’s ok to have 
a Twinkie every once in a while as long as you don’t eat a lot of them. In my view, 
even one of these things at any time is injurious. So society should not even allow it 
because of that. But the culture is in such a way of having this ideological idea of 
freedom which has really been usurped by corporations. They have the freedom to 
push anything that they want on the population and advertise it to children and to 
poison the population as long as it makes them money. If it kills people then that is 
part of doing business. You get a few settlements and they can keep on going. That 
is the root of the downfall of the culture itself as well. They have allowed so much 
freedom to politicians, sociopaths and psychopaths that they are taking everything 
and leaving nothing for everyone else so there is going to be a disaster.  
 
That statement leads us to our current subject for Mind which I guess we have a little 
few extra minutes. But I’d like to have just a relaxed conversation because it is a very 
important issue. (34:19) 
 
BOOKS, WEBSITES USED: 
 
BOOKS:  Kemetic Diet; Ancient Egyptian Herbal  
 
WEBSITE: www.whfoods.com  
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